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Abstract 

 

 The regular number r(G) of a graph G is the minimum number of subsets into which 

the edge set of G is partitioned so that the subgraph induced by each subset is regular. In this 

paper, we examine the regular number r(G) of complementary prism of a Ferrers graph. 
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1. Introduction  

 

 Graph theory notation and terminology are not given here we refer it from [1]. The 

complement of a graph G is a graph G  on the same set of vertices as of G such that there will 

be an edge between two vertices in G , if and only if there is no edge in between in G. The 

complementary prism of a graph G, denoted by GG , as the graph formed from the disjoint 

union of G and its complement G  by adding the edges of the perfect matching between the 

corresponding vertices of G and G , Where ( ) )()( GVGVGGV = . The regular number of G is 

defined to be the minimum number of subsets into which the edge set of G can be partitioned 

so that the subgraph induced by each subset is regular. 

 

In this paper we find the regular number of complementary prism of a Ferrers graph. 

Also we find the diameter and radius of the complementary prism of a Ferrers graph. 

Theorem 1.1 [2] If G = (V, E) is a Ferrers graph iff for all distrinct x, y, z, w  E then  

d(x, w) + d(y, z)  4. 
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Theorem 1.2 [5] For any path Pn, r(Pn) = 2. 

 

Theorem 1.3 [5]  For any graph G, r(G) = 1 if and only if G is regular. 

 

Theorem 1.4 [1]  For any complete bipartite graph K3,n, where n  1, r(K3,n) = 
3

n
 if n  0 

(mod 3), and r(K3,n) = 3
3

n
+








if n  1, 2 (mod 3)     

 

Theorem 1.5 [3]  If G is a Ferrers graph, then d(u,v)  3 for all u, v  V(G). 

 

Theorem 1.6 [4]  For a graph G, G is a Ferrers tree if and only if G has two internal vertices.  

 

2. Main results  

 

Theorem 2.1. For any path G = Pn , GḠ is a Ferrers graph for n = 2 and non-Ferrers graph 

otherwise. 

 

Proof.  Case (i)  When n = 2   

           In this case GḠ = P4, and by Theorem 1.6, P4 is a Ferrers graph. 

Case (ii)  When n  3  

           Consider a path Pn with n ( 3) vertices. Let nxxx ....,,, 21 be the vertices of Pn and 

nxxx ...,,, 21 be the vertices of nP . Consider the four vertices nn xxxx ,,, 111 − in .GG   By the 

definition of complementary prism, 𝑥1̅̅̅ is adjacent to x1,�̅�2, �̅�3, , … … . , �̅�𝑛 Hence ( ) 3,1 =nxxd  

and ( ) 2, 11 =−nxxd  (or) ( ) 2, 11 =−nxxd  and ( ) .3,1 =nxxd  In both the cases, ( ) ( ) 4,, 111 + −nn xxdxxd

and ( ) ( ) .4,, 111 +− nn xxdxxd Therefore, by Theorem 1.1, GG  is a non-Ferrers graph.  

 

Theorem 2.2.  For any path 𝑃2, the regular number ( ) 222 =PPr  

 

Proof. Consider .2P  Clearly ,422 PPP =  which is a path. Therefore by Theorem 1.2, 

( ) ( ) .2422 == PrPPr  

 

Theorem 2.3. For a cycle G = Cn , GG is a Ferrers graph for n = 3 and non-Ferrers for n  4. 

 

Proof.  When n = 3  

             Clearly C3 is an infringe Ferrers graph and 3C  is a null graph. Let x, y, z be the 

vertices of C3 and zyx ,, be the vertices of 3C . Consider any two disjoint edges xx  and yy  in 

.33CC Then we find ( ) ( ) .4,, =+ yxdyxd  Hence by Theorem 1.1, 33CC is Ferrers graph. 
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When n  4 

             Consider a cycle Cn with n (  4) vertices. Let nxxx ...,,, 21 be the vertices of Cn and 

nxxx ...,,, 21 be the vertices of .nC  Consider the four vertices 4431 ,,, xxxx in .GG  Clearly 

( ) 3, 41 =xxd  and ( ) 2, 43 =xxd  (or) ( ) 2, 41 =xxd  and ( ) .3, 43 =xxd  In both the cases 

( ) ( ) 4,, 4341 + xxdxxd and ( ) ( ) .4,, 4341 + xxdxxd  By theorem 1.1, GG is non-Ferrers. 

 

Theorem 2.4.  For any complementary prism of C3, the regular number ( ) 233 =CCr  

 

Proof.  Consider the complementary prism of C3. To prove ( ) .233 =CCr  Suppose ( ) .233 CCr

Let x, y, z, zyx ,, be the vertices in 33CC and xy, yz, xz, zzyyxx ,, be the edges in 33CC and is 

shown in Figure 1. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 

 

Clearly 3CC is not a regular graph. Hence r(C3𝐶3
̅̅ ̅) ≠ 1.Also C3𝐶3

̅̅ ̅ contains one C3 cycle and 

the remaining non adjacent edges are in one set.Hence ( ) 233 =CCr  
                       

                                       
 

Theorem 2.5,  For a wheel graph nWG = , GG is ferrers for n = 4 and non-Ferrers for  

n  5. 

 

Proof.   Let nWG = be a wheel graph on n vertices. 

 

When n = 4   

Clearly W4 is a regular graph with degree 3, and 4W is a null graph. Let x, y, z, w be 

the vertices in W4 and wzyx ,,,  be the vertices in 4W . By the definition of complementary 

prism ,,,,,, zwywxwxzyzxy wwzzyyxx ,,, are the edges in .44WW  Consider any two non  

adjacent edges ., 44WWzzxx   Then ( ) ( ) .4,, =+ zxdzxd  for every zxx ,, and )( 44WWVz . 

Therefore by Theorem 1.1, 44WW is a Ferrers graph. 

 

When n  5  

x 

y z   
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       Consider a wheel graph Wn with n ( 5) vertices. Let x1, x2, …, xn be the vertices of Wn 

and nxxx ...,,, 21  be the vertices in .nW  Let z be the center vertex of Wn. Clearly deg (z) = n-1 

and the remaining vertices have degree 3.Also 𝑧̅  is an isolated vertex in nW and the remaining 

vertices have degree n – 4 in nW , nW is a disconnected graph. But by the definition of 

complementary prism nnWW is a connected graph. Consider the four vertices x1, x2, x4, 4x in 

.GG  Clearly ( ) 3, 41 =xxd and ( ) .2, 42 =xxd Then we find ( ) ( ) .4,, 4241 + xxdxxd By theorem 1.1, 

GG  is non-Ferrers. 

Theorem 2.6 For any complementary prism of a wheel graph W4, the regular number

( ) 244 =WWr  

 

Proof  Consider the wheel G = W4. By Theorem 2.5, 𝐺𝐺 ̅is Ferrers. To prove that 

( ) .244 =WWr  Let v1, v2, v3, v4, 4321 ,,, vvvv  be the vertices in 44WW and v1v2, v2v3, v1v3, v1v4, v2v4, 

v3v4, 332211 ,, vvvvvv  be the edges in 44WW and is shown in Figure 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

     Figure 2 

 

 

Case(i) Suppose ( ) .144 =WWr By Theorem 1.3, 44WW is a regular graph.Which is a 

contradiction to 𝑊4�̅�4 is not regular. Hence ( ) .144 WWr  

 

Case(ii) Suppose ( ) .244 WWr By Theorem 1.4, 44WW  is a complete bipartite  graph K3,n 

where n  1. From figure 2, 44WW  is not a complete bipartite graph. Which is a contradiction. 

Hence ( )44WWr  ≯ 2. Hence in both the cases ( ) 144 WWr and ( )44WWr  ≯ 2. Thus ( )44WWr  = 2.     

 

Theorem 2.7 The complementary prism of a complete graph is a Ferrers graph. 

 

Proof   Consider a complete graph nKG = with n  vertices. And nK  is a complement of nK  

which is a null graph. But by the definition of complementary prism GG is a connected 

graph. Let nxxxx ....,,, 321 be the vertices of Kn and nxxx ...,,, 21 be the vertices of nK . Consider 

v3  v2  

 

 

v4 

v1 
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any four vertices nn xxxx ,,, 11 in .GG  Clearly ( ) 2,1 =nxxd  and ( ) 2,1 =nxxd  (or) ( ) 3,1 =nxxd and 

( ) .1,1 =nxxd In both the cases, ( ) ( ) 4,, 11 + nn xxdxxd . Therefore,by Theorem 1.1, GG  is Ferrers. 

 

Theorem 2.8. For any Complementary prism of K4, the regular number ( ) 2=nn KKr  

Proof.  Consider a Ferrers graph nn KK  To prove that ( ) .2=nn KKr  Let v1, v2, v3, v4, 

4321 ,,, vvvv  be the vertices in nn KK and v1v2, v2v3, v1v3, v1v4, v2v4, v3v4, 332211 ,, vvvvvv  be the 

edges in nn KK and is shown in Figure 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 

 

 

 

Case (i) Suppose ( ) .1=nn KKr By theorem 1.3, nn KK is a regular graph. But nn KK  is not a 

regular graph. Which is a contradiction. Hence ( ) .1nn KKr  

 

Case (ii) Suppose ( ) .2nn KKr By theorem 1.4, nn KK  is a complete bipartite graph K3,n where 

n  1. From figure 3, nn KK  is not a complete bipartite graph. Which is a contradiction. 

Hence ( )nn KKr  ≯ 2. Hence in both the cases ( ) 1nn KKr and ( )nn KKr  ≯ 2.Thus ( )nn KKr  = 2. 

 

Theorem 2.9. Let G=Km,n be a complete bipartite graph on m+n vertices. Then GG  is non-

Ferrrers for every 2, nm  

 

Proof.  Consider a complete bi-partite graph Km,n  with m, n (≥2) vertices. Let V1 & V2 be 

the two partitions of G = Km, n. Let mxxxx ....,,, 321 be the vertices of V1 and nyyyy ....,,, 321  be 

the vertices of V2. Also mxxxx ....,,, 321  and nyyyy ....,,, 321  be the vertices of �̅�𝑚,𝑛 . Consider 

the four vertices nm yyxx ,,, 11 in nmnm KK ,, . Clearly ( ) 4,1 =nyxd and ( ) 3, 1 =yxd m (or) 

( ) 3, 11 =yxd and ( ) 3, =nm yxd . In both the cases, ( )nyxd ,1 + ( ) 4, 1 yxd m .Therefore by Theoren 

1.1, GG  is non -Ferrers. 

 

Theorem 2.10 For a complete bipartite graph Km,n , ( ) 3,, =nmnm KKr  

 

v3 

𝑣3̅̅ ̅ 

v2  

 

 

v4 

v1 

• 
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Proof.  To prove, ( ) 3,, =nmnm KKr . Suppose ( ) 3,, nmnm KKr . 

 

Case (i). Suppose ( ) 1,, =nmnm KKr , then nmnm KK ,,  is a regular graph (or) P2 (or) Kn. But 

nmnm KK ,, is not a regular graph. Hence ( ) 1,, nmnm KKr . 

 

Case (ii). Suppose ( ) 2,, =nmnm KKr , then nmnm KK ,,  is either a path containing atleast 3 

vertices (or) 22 pp or 33CC (or) 44WW (or) nn KK . In all the cases the graph is Ferrers. Which 

is a contradiction. Hence ( ) 2,, nmnm KKr  

 

Case (iii). Suppose that nmnm KK ,,   3, then nmnm KK ,, is either a wheel graph with atleast 6 

vertices (or) K3,3. In all the cases the graph is a Ferrers graph. Which is a contradiction. 

Hence ( ) 3,, =nmnm KKr  

 

Theorem 2.11. For a tree G, GG  is non Ferrers except path P2 (n = 2).      

 

Proof.   

    

          We Prove the result by the following two cases. 

 

Case (i)  Suppose G is a Ferrers tree.  

               To prove that GG  is a non Ferrers graph. Since G is a Ferrers tree. By Theorem 1.6.  

G has 2 internal vertices. Let us assume that 21, xx  be the internal vertices and 

1753 .....,,,, −nxxxx  be the vertices adjacent with 1x and nxxxx ,....,,, 642 be the vertices adjacent 

with 2x . Also, nn xxxxx ,....,,,, 1321 −  are the vertices in G . Consider the four vertices 

nnn xxxx ,,, 211 −−  in GG . Clearly 3),( 1 =−nn xxd and 2),( 12 =−nxxd . Then we find ),( 1−nn xxd +

.4),( 12 −nxxd  By Theorem 1.1, GG  is non Ferrers. 

 

Case (ii)  Suppose  G is a non-Ferrers tree.  

              To prove that GG  is a non-Ferrers graph. Since G is a non-Ferrers tree. Let 

nxxxx ....,,, 321 be the vertices of G, and nxxxx ....,,, 321 be the vertices of G . Consider the four 

vertices 111 ,,, xxxx nn− in GG . Clearly 3),( 11 =− xxd n and .3),( 1 =xxd n In both the cases 

.4),(),( 111 +− xxdxxd nn  By Theorem 1.1, GG  is non Ferrers. 

Theorem 2.12.  Let G be any graph, GG  is Ferrers, then diam ( GG ) = 3 and rad ( GG ) = 2. 
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Proof.  Let G be any graph and GG  is a Ferrers graph. To prove that, diam ( GG ) = 3 and  

rad 2)( =GG  since GG  is a Ferrers g raph, by Theorem 1.5, d (u,v) ≤ 3 for all u, v 𝜖 V( GG ). 

Then GG  graph attains the upper bound value. Hence diam ( GG ) = 3. Now to prove that   

rad 2)( =GG . It is enough to prove that rad 3)( GG and rad .1)( GG  

 

Case (i)  Suppose 3)( =GGrad , then diam .3)( GG If diam 3)( GG , then by Theorem 2.12,    

GG  is not a Ferrers graph. Which is a contradiction. Hence 3)( GGr  

 

Case (ii)  Suppose 1)( =GGrad , then GG  is a regular graph. By Theorem 2.12, GG  is not a 

regular graph. Hence 1)( GGrad . Hence in both the cases 3)( GGrad and 1)( GGrad . 

Thus 2)( =GGrad . 

 

 

3. Conclusion. 

 

 In this paper we proved that the regular number of the complementary prism of a 

Ferrers graph is 2. Also we have seen that the diameter and radius of the complementary 

prism of a Ferrers graph. 
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